INTERLINGUA&mdash;MODERN LATIN
The Western World has never had a common language other than Latin. It has none other today. In fact, it can have none other, either now or in times to come, for as long as there is a Western World, there will be a Latin world: the two terms are synonymous.
All major occidental languages have, or have had at some time, a certain measure of extraterritorial acceptance. This reflects their Latinity.
English or Spanish or French can answer a panoccidental need in so far as they are vectors of panoccidental (Latin) forms of thought. Still more, if these languages have had an impact on extraoccidental peoples and extraoccidental forms of speech, they did so as representatives of an occidental cultural homogeneity, i.e., of the Latin tradition (in which science and technology have their roots).
Both excusable and inexcusable ignorance of the nature of language have allowed the assembly line production of uncounted international language schemes. The construction of special languages for special purposes of coding or programming or logical analysis is a senseful procedure. Not so the launching of new, supposedly neutral, supposedly universal systems of communication.
To be sure, the construction of laboratory models of language is fun. It is educational too. It can teach us how little we really know about linguistic phenomena. It can teach us that the construction of a full-fledged, fully functioning language presupposes not only a good deal of knowledge in what we may call &dquo;linguistic anatomy&dquo; but also a profound insight into the laws of &dquo;linguistic chemistry&dquo; (the &dquo;metabolism of language&dquo;) and above all the &dquo;cultural ecology of human speech.&dquo;
One thing seems certain. If we had all the knowledge, we would no longer have the nerve required to talk glibly about the construction of a &dquo;universal&dquo; language. VVe would recognize both the absurdity and the impossibility of such a scheme. Ve might still think of constructing a supranational language to be used by the people or the peoples associated with a culturally homogeneous entity like the Occident. But I suspect, if we did go through with this project, we could not possibly come up in the end with anything but Latin. And that we already have.
It is customary to speak of Latin as a dead language. Whatever that may mean, it is nonsense. Latin is very much alive: in Spanish, in French, in Italian, in English, in German ... its ubiquity, to be sure, does not imply uniformity but it does reflect vitality. It is in a very real sense that an educated German speaks a form of Latin, as much so as an educated Frenchman or Spaniard. Witness only the fact that if such a German or Frenchman or Spaniard creates a new term for a new concept evolved in some special branch of learning, in the vast majority of cases he builds it in a form which his colleagues across the border can immediately assimilate to their way of speaking &dquo;Latin.&dquo;
If we insist that the only possible and the only fully representative lingua franca of the Occident and the beneficiaries of its specific contributions to modern civilization anywhere is the Latin dispersed in the various occidental languages, we imply two things. First, no one of the regional languages of the Western World can have a better claim than any of the others to being accepted as a supranational medium of intercourse, and second, the Latin we are talking about is not the Latin of Cicero or Caesar, not even of Thomas Aquinas or Bacon, but a Latin of the twentieth century.
There are various practical considerations that make us reject the hegemony of any one or two of the regional languages of the Western World for international intercourse. The most important is this. The language in w hich we can contribute our best is the language in which we behave throughout 24 hours of every day. In the heyday of occidental Latin it was a unified speech form in which untold numbers of residents of France, Italy, Spain, England, Germany did behave throughout 24 hours of every day. Today they do so in French, Italian, Spanish, English, German .... and if we have implied that these languages are structured in the image of Latin, it does not follow that they are not foreign languages from each other's point of view.
The study of one or several &dquo;fellow-languages&dquo; must remain a characteristic of every educated occidental, but it is unrealistic to suppose that the resident of one country should ever be able to live in the language of another as our ancestors in va.rious countries did live in their panoccidental Latin. We all may be expected to be able to read texts in one or two foreign languages. We may be expected to be able, if need be, to make ourselves understood in one or two foreign languages. But rare is the individual-rare will he remain-who can give his best in any language but the one in which he behaves day in and day out.
The first attempt to reestablish Latin as a modern medium of communication and to give it a twentieth century appearance was Giuseppe Peano's elaboration of &dquo;Latino sine flexione.&dquo; As the name implies, it was classical Latin simplified by the elimination of every last vestige of inflection. The question Peano never answered (and never asked) was why should a simplification of classical Latin result miraculously in patterns congenial to modern thought. Peano's proposal is sometimes called Interlingua, but the language now commonly known by that nameevolved by the International Auxiliary Language Association and put to use (in science and especially medicine) by the Interlingua Division of Science Service-differs from its precursor quite radically in that it was extracted from the modern languages in which the Latin heritage is still alive (not from classical Latin itself) and embodies what the modern occidental languages have in common.
The doctrine behind Interlingua has two principles: (1) International communication can expect no solution of its problems from the universal introduction of a common language. What is needed is not a way of putting intrinsically important messages into universally half-comprehensible English or Spanish or Russian or Esperanto but a way of making important messages universally accessible even though their authors can present them only in German or Arabic or Chinese or Dutch. (2) Modern Latin, latently very much alive in all of the occidental languages, can be systematized and put to use as a secondary medium of communication. Interlingua is such a systematization. If future workers think they can improve on the way it was set up, very well indeed. Their product can be only a variant of what we now have, and variants are always interesting. The usefulness of such a systematized modern Latin is that of a secondary &dquo;bridge language.&dquo; Some authors may wish to use it in their primary presentations, both written and oral. In most instances authors will prefer their native tongues, whereupon summaries or translations in Interlingua serve as avenues of access to comers from all directions.
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